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IMPORTANT NOTICE
This document (the “Green Bond Framework”) contains information on Stena Metall Group’s (“the
Group”) issuance of interest-bearing notes with added environmental criteria (the “Green Terms”).
Any such issuance by Stena Metall Group that includes the Green Terms in its loan documentation,
by reference or inclusion, as detailed in this document or in future versions of this document will be
labelled a Green Bond (“Green Bond”). Depending on the language of the loan documentation the
Green Terms in this Framework may be translated into other languages, as required in the local
jurisdiction. Any issuance of notes will be subject to the version of the Green Terms in the associated
loan documentation. Any new issuance of Green Bonds will include a reference to, or inclusion of, the
most recently published Green Terms, which shall be publicly available in the Green Bond Framework
on Stena Metall Group’s website.
BACKGROUND
In May 2018 Stena Metall Group announced to the market that
it intends to issue Green Bonds and subsequently made this
document, The Green Bond Framework, available on its website.
The bond shall be linked to Stena Metall Group´s recycling operations at Stena Nordic Recycling Center in Halmstad and shall be
classified as a Circular Green Bond.
OUR BUSINESS
Stena Metall Group is a family owned company conducting
operations in eight business areas at more than 200 locations
in ten countries. The Group’s recycling companies collect,
process and recycle all types of waste. Each year the Group
recycles more than five million tonnes of waste and contributes
to improving society’s conservation of valuable resources.
Stena Metall Group provides society with vital recycled raw
materials. The recycling companies also dispose hazardous
substances that can harm ecosystems and health. Through
research and development, Stena Metall Group meets future
challenges with new sustainable solutions.
The company’s quality-assured products and services
create sustainable value for customers and partners, as well

as long-term profitability for the Group. The efficient and
innovative management of resources helps to strengthen
customers’ sustainability efforts and benefits society as a
whole. The Group’s unique research and development work is
an asset to the value creation of tomorrow. This is carried out in
collaboration with customers, universities and other partners,
in order to develop and deliver solutions that contribute to a
circular economy and sustainable society.
For the Group’s recycling companies, the goal is to find the
most resource-efficient and valuable ways to utilize customer’s
waste products and increase the proportion of materials
that can be used as new raw materials. This offers overall
environmental benefits, while helping to achieve customer’s
environmental goals and increasing their profitability.
The Group has been carrying out structured improvement
work for several years in its operations and seeks to sustainably
use resources in its production. Material recycling is on the
increase, while energy use is being reduced by improved
working methods and new technology. Through more efficient
processing, both profitability and the Group’s environmental
and carbon footprint are improving.

Table 1: CO2 reduction at Stena Recycling AB
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SUSTAINABILITY CONTEXT
Long-term development of Stena Metall Group’s business
requires an understanding of the sustainability factors
affecting operations, customers and other stakeholders.
The Group continuously analyzes global and local developments. It is also important to assess initiatives, such as UN Agenda 2030 and international agreements on climate impact
and chemical use. The business community has an important
role to play in achieving the goals of Agenda 2030 and other
targets set by global regulatory bodies.
Below are factors of importance for Stena Metall Group and
a circular economy.

A CLEAR ROLE IN THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY
The Group’s recycling operations have a central role in creating
a circular economy. Collecting and refining large amounts of
waste and supplying recycled raw materials to industry offers
significant climate benefits. The Stena Metall Group also
contributes services aimed at creating more efficient resource
utilization in the design and manufacture of products. Other
business areas within the Group (Steel, Components and
Aluminium), also fulfil key functions in a circular value cycle by
placing products, alloys and commodities of the right quality on
the market, that can be recycled again and again.
In a more sustainable society, there is clear need for the
Stena Metall Group’s expertise, products and services. Stena
Metall Group invests in research, technological development
and innovations in order to enable cooperation and meet the
requirements of its customers, whatever business they are in.
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CHANGING
ATTITUDES AMONG
COMPANIES AND
CONSUMERS

1. GLOBAL FACTORS
• Increased demand for raw
materials
• Climate impact
• Digitalization, robotization,
technical developments and
accessibility of information.

2. INITIATIVES TO MEET
GLOBAL CHALLENGES
• UN Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
• Paris Climate Agreement
• Stockholm Convention
• Basel Convention
• Europe 2020 Strategy for
growth and jobs
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3. LEGISLATION AND
STANDARDS
• EU circular economy package
• Regulations and environmental
requirements for recycling and
waste management
• Legal restrictions on the use of
chemicals in products
• Producer’s responsibility
regulations
• Local regulations and
requirements
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4. CHANGING ATTITUDES
AMONG COMPANIES AND
CONSUMERS
• Increased focus on sharing
economy
• Reuse
• Environmental awareness
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VALUE CREATED TOGETHER WITH STAKEHOLDERS
The Group’s business develops in line with society and its
stakeholders.
The model below shows products and services that the
Stena Metall Group offers and the value created in collaboration
with its customers, business partners and other stakeholders.
Through improved profitability, the Group can make investments
that contribute to the continued development of circular

solutions, thus reducing climate impact and improving resource
utilization.
Stena Metall Group values an open, continuous dialogue with
its stakeholders. Different forms of dialogue are continuously
conducted with important stakeholders such as customers,
other business partners, employees, owners, banks, research/
academic institutes, authorities and political decision makers.
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Improved profitability for
the Stena Metall Group,
reduced climate impact and
better resource utilization
for society as a whole.
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SUSTAINABILITY – GENERAL INFORMATION
Stena Metall Group refers to UN Global Compact the GHG
Protocol and GRI and reports in accordance with GRI Standards
2016, Core. The Code of Conduct also refers to the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights and the ILO guidelines for the
abolition of child labour.
The majority of the companies in the Group are certified
according ISO 14001, ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001. Sustainability goals are handled within the companys’ management
systems.
Sustainability is integrated in the business and within all
operations. The company’s managing directors are ultimately
responsible for sustainability. Managing directors ensure
systematic sustainability work in collaboration with their
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management team, their sustainability coordinator and all the
employees. The company’s sustainability coordinators are also
organized in a group wide sustainability network. Decision
making in sustainability matters of importance for the whole
Stena Metall Group is made by the Group management team
and the Group Board of Directors carried out through the
organization via managing directors and the sustainability
coordinator network.
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) define global
sustainable development priorities and aspirations for 2030.
They are not legally binding, but they call for worldwide action
among governments, business and civil society. Business is
a vital partner in achieving the Goals. This framework contains
information about how Stena Metall Group relates to the SDG’s.
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STENA NORDIC RECYCLING CENTER IN HALMSTAD
The Stena Nordic Recycling Center (SNRC) in
Halmstad is the hub of the Group’s industrial recycling infrastructure. The operations are carried out by Stena Recycling AB
and Stena Technoworld AB.
The facility represents a great leap forward in efficient
resource management, which benefits customers and the
environment. Since its inauguration in October 2016, the facility
is evolving according to plan.
The recycling and energy recovery processes at SNRC move
large amounts of material up the waste hierarchy. Thanks to
the increased recycling rates it achieves, energy savings and
environmental benefits increase.
Yearly, approximately 130,000 tonnes of ferrous and
non-ferrous metals are supplied to smelters around the world.
225.000 tonnes of waste is processed including about
200.000 recycled cars. The facility reduces landfill by 40%
compared to less advanced technology.
So far, the Group has invested approximately 700 MSEK in
recycling processes at the new facility. These investments are
built around collaboration with customers and partners, not
least those in the automotive industry and in the electric and
electronic industries.
Through the new processes, end-of-life vehicles can now
achieve a 95 percent recycling rate. The Stena Metall Group
ensure recycling solutions that achieve the 95 percent
recycling rate in collaboration with vehicle manufacturers and
dismantlers. Stena Metall Group is one of the first recyclers in
the world to enable manufactures to meet this EU requirement
and has signed agreements with most car manufacturers.
Higher recycling and recovery rate requirements of electrical
and electronic equipment can also be meet. At the end of
2016/2017, Stena Technoworld opened a new precious metals
recycling (PMR) facility at SNRC. It is Europe’s largest and has
the capacity to handle 90,000 tonnes of electronic scrap per
year.
To ensure progress, the Stena Metall Group uses a set of
quantitative and qualitative indicators to monitor the development in the Group, including SNRC. These are reported annually
in the Stena Metall Group’s Sustainability report.

The waste hierarchy is a
waste management model
that grades different ways of
handling – and minimizing –
waste with the aim to minimize loss of resources. Higher
value is achieved by moving
waste up the hierarchy. The
waste hierarchy is based on
EU directives and is a cornerstone within the circular
economy.

WHAT IS THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY?
From the European Commission’s Circular Economy Package,
adopted in December 2015.
In a circular economy the value of products and materials is
maintained for as long as possible; waste and resource use are
minimised, and resources are kept within the economy when a
product has reached the end of its life, to be used again and again
to create further value. To ensure sustainable growth for the EU
we have to use our resources in a smarter, more sustainable way.
It is clear that the linear model of economic growth we relied on
in the past is no longer suited for the needs of today’s modern
societies in a globalised world. We cannot build our future on a
’take-make-dispose’ model. Many natural resources are finite and
we must find environmentally and economically viable way of
using them. It is also in the economic interest of businesses to
make the best possible use of their resources.

THE GREEN BOND FRAMEWORK
The Stena Metall Group will strive to monitor the development
of the Green Bond market to continually advance the Green
Terms. As such the Green Bond Framework may be updated
from time to time to reflect current market practices.
In establishing the terms in this framework Stena Metall Group
has sought to comply with the Green Bond Principles (June,
2017) as well as the current best market practice.
Stena Metall Group has worked together with Handelsbanken
to develop the Green Bond Framework. Cicero has provided a
second opinion on the Green Terms, which is publicly available
on the Group’s website.
More information about Stena Metall Group’s continuous
sustainability work is available at the corporate website
(www.stenametall.se).

GÖTEBORG, 2018-04-27

Anders Jansson

Jessika Lind Petrén

Jonas Höglund

CEO and President
Stena Metall Group

Sustainability and Public Affairs
Stena Metall Group

CFO
Stena Metall Group
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METHODOLOGY AND SCOPE
Stena Nordic Recycling Center is a green Eligible Investment identified within the Group, which support the transition to low
carbon intensity and sustainable development. The Eligible Investment shall contribute to one or more of the following set of
global criteria:
1. MITIGATION (M): Reduce harmful emissions of greenhouse gas, either by improving and transitioning existing assets through
meaningful upgrades and retrofits or by investing in new assets utilizing low carbon intensive technology and environmentally
sound solutions.
2. ADAPTATION (A): Adaptation investments to better withstand the effects brought on by climate change, improving the
resilience to climate change and expected changes in the micro-climate and local environment, for instance, increased rainfall,
heightened risk of flooding or sea level rise.
3. ENVIRONMENT AND ECO-SYSTEMS (E): Support environmental investments with a positive environmental impact other than
the direct mitigation of climate change (max 15 % of net proceeds).

ALIGNMENT WITH THE UN SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The UN Sustainable Development Goals (“SDG”) were adopted
by the United Nations general assembly on September 25th
2015. There are 17 global goals with 169 defined underlying
targets. The two charts below highlights each of the 17 goals
that Stena Metall Group mainly relates to within the Groups
operations as well as this Green Bond Framework.
The SDG’s encourage and promote effective public, publicprivate and civil society partnerships in order to succeed. This
is in line with the Stena Metall Group´s conviction about collaborations and working close together with business partners,
research and academic institutes (17). The Group´s ambition
is to contribute to all SDGs in the Group´s activities, but to focus
on those most relevant for the business and where the contribution has most effect. For the Group, this means focusing on
SDGs with a connection to business development and creating
values for the customers, other business partners, the society
and to the Group´s business itself (5, 8, 9, 11 and 12). The focus
is also related to identified material sustainability aspects with
a connection to responsibility and compliance (6, 7 and 16).
The Group’s operations contribute to reduced climate impact,
as recycling saves resources and energy compared to using
new resources (13).
The Stena Metall Group’s sustainability work is divided into
four areas; Value Creation, Resource Efficiency, People &
Culture and Responsible Relationships. The SDGs are handled
within the four areas and the systematic improvement work
that takes place within the context of these.
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THE GREEN TERMS
1. THE ELIGIBLE INVESTMENT (USE OF PROCEEDS)
The net proceeds from the issuance of Green Bonds will be
used exclusively to finance and refinance the investment in
SNRC.
The majority of the net proceeds will be directly allocated to
finance and refinance expenditure and future investments at
Stena Recycling AB and Stena Technoworld AB, directly
connected with SNRC. The only net proceeds allocated to other
entities in the Group is the refinancing of the acquisition of land
and buildings, which is booked on the Group’s balance sheet
(as illustrated in the graphic to the right).
SNRC is not linked to fossil energy generation, nuclear
energy generation, research and/or development within
weapons and defence, potentially environmentally negative
resource extraction (such as rare-earth elements or fossil
fuels), gambling or tobacco. The ambition is to allocate the full
net proceeds within one year from (i) investments/expenditure
completion or (ii) ongoing investments/expenditure.

SNRC, an integrated recycling facility, is one of Northern
Europe’s most modern recycling facilities and ensures high and
sustainable reutilization of waste from all of society. SNRC is
strategically located near the Port of Halland (in Halmstad) and
the regional railway network. It has on-site railway infrastructure
for loading and offloading waste, which provides strong access
to efficient and environmentally sound transportation alternatives for SNRC’s advanced and resource efficient facilities and
also a strong case for circular economy throughout its full
operational area of Northern Europe. SNRC´s unique set up and
ability to process a large variety of waste products provide new
opportunities as to how waste can be reused, reduced and
recycled from this point on into the future.

Use of Proceeds: Stena Nordic Recycling Center
Main GBP Category: Pollution Prevention and Control (M/E)

Table 2: Investments in SNRC
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SECONDARY GBP CATEGORIES
Waste Management and Recycling
Large-scale and integrated recycling facilities with capacity to
handle a broad range of waste is a prerequisite for sustainable and
efficient recycling. While advanced technology is important, an
added benefit is the decreased transportation of waste between
smaller facilities and the increased economic viability of further
waste processing by eliminating transportation costs.
Modern recycling has a well-documented environmental and
climate benefit. Through advanced technology and sophisticated
processes waste is sorted into ever cleaner fractions of new raw
materials through magnetic fields, fans, optical units, liquids,
vibration units minimizing the amount of waste to landfill. Bringing
back a valuable raw material to the market.
Environmental Monitoring and Reduction of Negative
Environmental Externalities
Modern technology reduces air emissions (particles), greenhouse
gas emissions and negative environmental externalities, such as
the efficient treatment of waste water, in the recycling process.
Technology for environmental monitoring is a prerequisite for
ensuring control and improvements.

2. PROCESS FOR PROJECT EVALUATION AND SELECTION
Stena Metall Group has created a green finance committee
consisting of the Head of Sustainability and Public Affairs, the
Group CFO, and the Managing Directors of Stena Recycling AB
and Stena Technoworld AB. The committee has evaluated
whether the Eligible Investment is compliant with the Green
Terms, applicable national laws and regulations as well as

Eco-efficient, Circular and Value Added Products From Waste
and Remanufacturing
• The European directive ELV set requirements on the car industry
to recycle at least 95 % of used cars..
• The European directive on WEEE set requirement on the
producers of electric/electronic equipment to recycle 75-85% of
used electronics depending on different categories of products.
• Landfill levels can decrease and percentage of extracted
materials from waste is increasing.
• Research and development is increasing possibilities to recycle
material and energy from waste.
• Power: residual waste can be used as energy at cogeneration
power plants or as ground isolation in house production.
Energy and Resource Efficiency
Modern waste technology requires energy, but the use of advanced
technology and large integrated facilities significantly reduces the
energy use per recycled unit of waste. Resource efficiency in the
21st century requires that a significantly higher amount of societies
resources can be used over and over again, which requires modern
recycling facilities with the capacity and technology to recycle,
treat and efficiently manage large volumes of societal waste.

policies and guidelines within the Stena Metall Group.
The committee has also reviewed the historical and planned
investments at SNRC, to ensure that the net proceeds can fully
be allocated to the Eligible Investment. The decision to allocate
net proceeds to SNRC passed a consensus decision in the
committee and the decision has been documented.

PROCESS OVERVIEW
COMPLIANCE
WITH LAWS AND
REGULATIONS

COMPLIANCE
WITH POLICIES
AND GUIDELINES

COMPLIANCE
WITH
GREEN TERMS

QUALIFIED
ELIGIBLE
INVESTMENTS

SELECTION OF
INVESTMENTS FOR
GREEN FINANCE

TRANSPARENCY
VIA ANNUAL
REPORTING

INELIGIBLE PROJECTS
AND ASSETS

3. MANAGEMENT OF PROCEEDS
The net proceeds of any issue under the Green Bond Framework will be credited to an earmarked account (the “Green
Account”). The Green Account disallows fungibility with other
funds and ensures strong monitoring and tracking of the Use
of Proceeds. A transfer from the Green Account is allowed in an
amount corresponding to the financing or refinancing of the
Eligible Investment that have met the Green Terms, or to repay
a Green Bond.
The Green Account ensures strong monitoring and tracking
of the Use of Proceeds. The Finance Department will keep a
record of the purpose of any transfers on the Green Account.
The allocation of net proceeds may not exceed the market
value or investment expenditure, as applicable, of the Eligible
Investment less any other external debt encumbering/
financing the Eligible Investment.
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The Group CFO will be responsible for the allocation of the net
proceeds from the issuance of Green Bonds to the relevant and
approved Eligible Investment (in accordance with the Green
Terms).
If the Green Account has a positive balance the unallocated
funds may be invested in short term interest bearing securities
pending investment in Eligible Projects and Assets. Such
allowed investments are Swedish treasury bills and highly
rated short term bank notes (A+ rating from Standard & Poor’s
or an equivalent rating from Moody’s or Fitch).
The allocation of proceeds will be verified by an external
auditor to Stena Metall Group (see “Annual Review” in Reporting
and Transparency).
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4. REPORTING AND TRANSPARENCY
Stena Metall Group will publish a yearly report on its external
website (www.stenametall.se) that will detail the allocation of
green net proceeds and adherence to the Green Terms (the
“Reporting”). This first report is expected to be published in
November 2018 (and yearly thereafter) and will be available in
English.
The Reporting will contain information related to the SNRC
investment, which is the only eligible use of proceed under this
Green Bond Framework. It will also include information about
SNRC, including examples, regarding the Eligible Investment’s
adherence to the Green Terms.
Allocation Disclosure
The Reporting will disclose the sum of allocated net proceeds
to SNRC, the aggregated investment costs in SNRC and the
sum of other external debt financing SNRC (if applicable).
The Reporting will also contain a disclosure of a select set
of asset level indicators and measurements. The data will be
provided in a table format and disclosing, where and when
available, the indicators and measurements detailed below.

Annual Review
An external auditor to Stena Metall Group, or a similar party
appointed by the Group with the relevant expertise and
experience, will investigate and report whether the Green Bond
net proceeds have been allocated to the SNRC investment.
The review will take place yearly, until the full amount of the net
proceeds have been allocated. The conclusions will be provided
in a signed statement as well as included in the Sustainability
report which will be published on the Group’s website
(www.stenametall.se).
Dedicated Website
The Group will provide a dedicated webpage for Green Bonds
at its website (www.stenametall.se) where investors can find
information regarding Stena Metall Group’s Green Bonds.

Estimates and in-use data
If an impact metric is not yet available, for instance the plastic
and future recycling investments that is under construction but
not yet operational, Stena Metall Group will strive to provide
estimates of future performance levels once the relevant SNRC
investment is operational.
Impact and performance metrics for the SNRC investment
Stena Metall Group has developed relevant impact and performance metrics according to the main GBP category Pollution
Prevention and Control and the secondary categories (i)
Waste Management and Waste Recycling, (ii) Environmental
Monitoring and Reduction of Negative Environmental
Externalities, (iii) Eco-efficient, Circular and Value Added
Products from Waste and Remanufacturing as well as (iv)
Energy and Resource Efficiency.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Processed waste at SNRC (tonnes).
Fractions and volumes of sorted from waste (numbers
and tonnes).
Processed number of cars per year at SNRC (thousands
of cars).
Percentage of recyclable materials from cars at SNRC (%).
Prevented CO2 emissions from recycled material (tonnes).
Water use per ton material processed (cbm).
Energy consumption and GHG emissions SNRC.
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POLICY DOCUMENTS THAT GOVERN STENA METALL GROUP AND/OR SNRC ENVIRONMENTAL
AND SUSTAINABILITY WORK
# NAME		
		

STATUS

INFORMATION

1

Principles, convictions and basic values for Stena Metall AB		

Public

Link

2

Code of conduct		

Public

Link

3

Sustainability Report 2016/2017 Stena Metall Group		

Public

Link

4

Klimatbokslut 2016 (Hagainitiativet)		

Public

Link

5

Certification ISO9001		

Public

Link

6

Certification ISO14001		

Public

Link

7

Certification OHSAS18001		

Public

Link

8

Permit: Tillstånd för miljöfarlig verksamhet		

Public

Link

9

Control program: Kontrollprogram SNRC		

Public

Link

10

Environmental report: Miljörapport 2016 SNRC		

Public

Link

11

Policy: Verksamhetspolicy (inkluderar miljö)		

Public

Link

12

Safety policy		

Non-Public

13

Fire protection policy		

Non-Public

14

HSSE-policies on a company level		

Non-Public

15

Policy: Trafikpolicy (inkluderar miljö)		

Non-Public

16

Environmental goals		

Non-Public

17

Instruction: Leda och styra		

Non-Public

18

Instruction: Identifiering och bedömning av risker		

Non-Public

19

Instruction: Miljöaspekter		

Non-Public

20

Instruction: Lagkrav		

Non-Public		

21

Instruction: Egenkontroll och besiktning		

Non-Public

22

Instruction: Skydd mot utsläpp till mark och vatten		

Non-Public

23

Instruction: Schaktning och markarbeten		

Non-Public

24

Instruction: Dagvattenprovning		

Non-Public

25

Instruction: Oljeavskiljare - funktion, tillsyn och tömning

		

Non-Public

26

Instruction: Provtagningsrutin dagvatten SNRC		

Non-Public

27

Instruktion: Provtagning processvatten NF-SNRC		

Non-Public

28

Process: Leverantörsbedömningsprocess		

Non-Public

29

Instruction: Allmänna inköpsvillkor		

Non-Public

30

Instruction: Kemikalier - inköp, hantering och bedömning		

Non-Public

31

Chemical list		

Non-Public

32

Instruction: Anlitande av transportör		

Non-Public

33

Instruction: Entreprenörsrutin		

Non-Public

34

Instruction: Entreprenörers åtagande		

Non-Public

35

Instruction: Uppföljning av bränsleförbrukning		

Non-Public

36

Instruktion: Mätplan - uppföljning fraggprocesser		

Non-Public

37

Process: Ständiga förbättringar		

Non-Public

38

Lean: SWOP		

Non-Public

39

Instruction: Rutin för internrevision		

Non-Public

40

Reporting system: HSSEQ		

Non-Public

41

Investigation: Dagvattnets innehåll av föroreningar		

Non-Public

42

Investigation: Utsläpp till luft från verksamheten		

Non-Public
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#

NAME
TERMS ACCORDING TO ENVIRONMENTAL PERMIT (SEE ABOVE #8)

43

Utsläpp av processavloppsvatten får inte förekomma			

44

Dagvatten ska samlas upp i utjämnings- och sedimenteringsmagasin samt passera olje- och slamavskiljare innan utsläpp till recipient

45

Flytande kemikalier och flytande farligt avfall ska förvaras invallat, nederbördsskyddat och med påkörningsskydd		

46

I lokaler eller lagerutrymmen där flytande kemikalier eller flytande farligt avfall förvaras får inga golvbrunnar som är anslutna till
dagvattensystemet eller spillvattennätet finnas.			

47

Hantering av avfall ska ske på hårdgjord tät yta med uppsamling av dagvatten till efterföljande rening.		

48

Allt avfall som uppkommer i verksamheten ska hanteras så att återanvändning eller återvinning främjas		

49

All hantering och användning av avfall för konstruktionsändamål ska dokumenteras och redovisas			

50

Bolaget ska vidta åtgärder så att verksamheten inte ger upphov till olägenheter för omgivningen genom damning.		

51

Bolaget ska driva verksamheten på ett från energisynpunkt effektivt sätt			

52

En insats- och åtgärdsplan med riskbedömning ska upprättas			

DEFINITIONS
#

ACRONYM

1

SNRC

FULL NAME
Stena Nordic Recycling Center

2

PMR

Precious Metals Recycling

3

SLF

Shredder Light Fractions

4

NF

Non-Ferrous

5

ELV-Directive

End of Life Vehicles Directive

6

EE-Industry

Electric and Electronic Product Industry

7

WEEE-Directive

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive
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